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Today, during the consideration of the relationships between oral.

, and written language learning, i'd like to approach it from an interac-

tional language behavior framework involving both children and their

teachel-. We to often study child language development by focusing

primarfly on ple child and his or her expanding communicative competence.,

Instead, I would like.to proime that when we are inquiring, into school

- .age child langyage development, it is Ath thort-sighted and simply not

possible te.iOnore the effects of schdoling on that development. For

example, we know.tljere ard children who are.early readers who have actually

een u . 1 ludged--te-tte-defi-el'ent in

reading ability. What interaction took place between the already'reading
,

child, the reading series or materials used in the classroom, and the

techer? What could have been discerned from a study of.that interaction

that could hare led possibly to the participants approaching each other

and the mater)es in a different, more positive and fruitful manner? .

Consequently, todaY I will consider oral language use and the develop-
. .

ment of literacy -- learninkto read and write -- within'a language inter-
.

section frameWorkin an educational setting; and share with yini some of

our preliminary findings about aspects of each as exemplified in one

classroom. /

I mild also'like to draw in the /two other themes in this institute

social implications and crossLcultural considerations of oral and written

language learning -- as each area Fan hdve profound influence on teacher-

student interaction during.langulge learning lestons and on the teaching/ 0

,

learning climate as a whole in a classroom, a school, a district, a N,

'1
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geographical area,..and in.a nation such as ours. If we as a society are,

in fact, going to.be able to insure an equal opportunity. for.children in

ourschools tkbecome :literate, to expand their communicative competence

in highly-important:ways, we must have information on,how a cuitures-in-
.

'ciiintact educational, situation can influence thlis learning.
cf

,Let me briefly'define a major concept which runs throu9hout this -papal'

and our research. Then I'll describe our research project which generated

the data illy colleaguei `and I are analyzing on 'the expansion'of communica-

tive competence, including ltteracy learning, in six and seven year olds

Communicative competence hat.kecoMe a*Conceptual framework for us in

our research on language development. .13atically, it is the knowledge of

language structure and function. This knowledge includes the rule _systems

for semantics, syntax and 'phonology, as well as a,.set of apifropriateness

rules which have seen defined as logical, psychological and social in

nature. My hunCh is that they are largely. social. Thus, commicatitte

compbtence is eiserially the. language Abilities of the speaker and litener

(Hymes, 1972).. Is one able to vary speech 'and,gesture to fit the 'expecta-

tions of others in a.situation in order to transmit meaning? Is one able

to comprehend what others are communicating, what.others mean whethbr it's

spoken or written? The actual language used in the communication is onli

part of -competence. The speaker must also know how and when to use a

. language or languages or

and, of course, when not

d:ifferent varieties of 'a language, and with whom,

to. We don't discus's math with our minister or



speak pig Latin in the classroom. Our knowledge of what is appropriate or

inappropriate is part,of communicative competence. %.

,Schools play a powerful ,role in expanding communicative 'competence.

To quote Mehan, Cazden Wies, Fisher and Maroules

In general terms, "tommunicative competence"
(4ymes, 1972) in the classroom involves knowing.
that certain ways -of *talking and acting, are

,appropriate on some occasion .and not others,
knowing with whom, when and.where they can
speak. This requires students to bring their
action. into synchrony with people who are

. already talking. To do so, they must employ-
classroom rules for taking turns, produce
vdered utterances, arid make coherent topical
ties. (1976, 196-7):

Al so , school i ng tncl udes both i nstructi on des i gned to increase abil ty

to communicate orally and inwri,ping (speaking and writing) and to help
.

students comprehopd other's spee.0 and writing (listening and.reading)

_(DeStefano, 19781. __The teaching of literacy. ts a 'large part .of the school's

effort to increase a student's ability to commun1atein our society. Thus,

communjcative edmpetence means competence in both oral andwritten modes of

expretsion. Students are expected to speak, read, and write in schools --

and to do it frequently. Put another way, students are-expeCted to learn
4 .

a new set of i-egisters,both in the -oral and written modes, with new syntactic'
a

forms and lexical items, and maybe eveti some phonological changes If

bidialectalism is a target.

Communicative competence is developed and taught in a language inter-

action setting which I have characterized as part of the power61 "hidden

curriculum" that exists in schooling. Mehan, 'Cazden and colleagues, describe

this curriculum cogently, noting if's full of "tactic rules" about fOrm, and

44 that students must master it. as-well as the overt curHtul um. They state:
t ,
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... classroom competence involves matters of form as well
as content. To be successful in the classroom', students
must not only know the content of academic subjects, theY
'must learn thE appropriate form in which to cast their
academic knowledge (p. 161).

r.

BecauSe classroom rules are tacit and implicitly communi-
cated to-students, they must engage in active interpre-,

tive. work. Students interpret implicit classroom rules
that specify different courses of action and vary from

_AmuudinL .toci.c.ceSten. Successful participation in the
-culture of the classroom involves-the ability-to-relate
behavior, both academic and sociat, tp a given.classroom
situation, in terms of' implicit rules. This involves

a

going beyond the information to undersOnd the teacher
linking particular features in general patterns by fill4
Um in contextual information (cf. Ci9urel, 1973).

TO be competent members of the classroom community, then,
studants need academic skills and interactional skills.
They must produce factually correct academic information,

. and they must provide this content in the appropriate
form (1976, 198-199).

Language use is highly involved in a student's mastering this.curricu-

lum as many of the "tacit rules" referred to are social appropriateness

language use rules. These include waysof talking and writing which are

part of this-curriculum. .

,Within this conceptual framework so briefly sketched, my colleagues,

Harold Pepinsky, a psychologist, andiTobie S. Sanders. a Ph.D. candidate

in our Graduate Program in Language, Literatyre and.Reading, and I are

currently conducting research on language learning in.a multicultural setting.

'The impetus behind-our selection of the followi% context for examining

communicative competence? A recurrent complaint one often hears.from adult

members of our society is that our children aren't learning basic skills,

such as reading and writing. To counteract this lament,,educators have and

are instituting a variety of programs designed to remedy this purported
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problem. At the same timeoftinistrators and teachers have .been made increas-

'Inglysaware of problems in teaching children who, withfn the same classroom,

-exhibit dissimilar backgrounds of idnguage and culture. Recognition of

such diversity also invites the development of alternative methods ftir coping

with it, as tiymes suggests, exemplifying' the challenge of as much as the

difficulty :in providing students with equal "access to (different) kinds'

of competence".(Kymes, 1979).

For instance, inner-city Blacks and urbanized Appalachians'represent
.

cultures that are essentially and traditionalty oral in character. Members

of these cultures are likely to have achieved far lower.levels of literacy

--than -perions front Inainstreanrilort American culture. I'll cunsequencei-the

'children are likely tc have come fram homes in which there is much greater

reliance upon the spoken rather than the written word as a mode of communi-

cating and being communicated with (Labov, 1977; Montgomery, 1972; Stewart,

1974).

To investigate the expansion of communicative tompetence, of corttrol

over aspects of the spoken and written languagd, we selected for study a

group of first-graders and their teacher in an elementary school withili the

public school system cf a large midwestern city. When our research began

Tut Fall, the system had just be reorganized under a court-ordered plan of

desegregation. And so, for the first time, the classroom included white

and black mainstream culture children bussed in from an adjacent 'neighbor-

. 'hood.

Because male students in general seem to have, more trouble:than females

in learning. to be literate, we chose for,infensive observation-and analysis.

7
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three boys:. one from inner-city Black culture, a second'from.Appalachian

culture,-and the tAird-a mainstream culture child. Along with these boys,

we centered attention on their teacher, a middle-classlemale v4ith six

\\
years of teaching experience in the school.

- Three periods of observation were used: one over 4 days in the foy'rth

week of September, 1979, a second for/3 days in the second week of November

0.

e:

C.

io

1979, and the third over 3 days in the first week of February, 1980 -7 also \

the first week of the second semester. Records were collected in the form \\\

of video- and audiotapes, note-taking by _at least one of us during plasstime,

notes on interviews wit the teacher containing her evaluations of'the gtu-

dents4--progress71-ilt- wsfatitv.ttle i ndividualstudentsiand an i-ndependent

meaturi: Marie Clay's (1972) Concepts About Print-Survey.

Our discourse analysis framework for looking at the language interaction
.

between teacher and stuflents includes several approaches based on classivomi

language data. One is a british analytic system devised by Sinclair and

Coulthard (1975); the other major format isw'the one created by Hugh Mehan

(1979) When he analyzed Courtney Cazden's classroom in San Diego. In our

preliminary analysisove have focusedzbn the boys! communicatiye competence:

their ability to use language (inclUding written forms) in the classroom and

to do so appropriately (DPStefriu, 1978).

In this classroom,of rirst graders, as in maRy others, much of' the

school day is devoted tp literacy instruction, constituting 'a major ilortion

of academic activity during the school day. In actuality, our ieacher

seems to beiguided by two major objectives for learning by her studen4:

she wants them (1) to be orderly in their behavior, including language

behavior, and (2) to become proficient in their reading. Writing per se

111
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receives littleit n daily ariculum. How well they perform in these

areas see be the basis on which the teacher assesses their relative

petence as menibers of the classroom community (Mehan, 1979).
e

Within the agenda area Pf orderliness, turn-taking rules, are clear in

the teacher's behavior during4a literacy instructtom lesson. First, she---.
4

controls and Allocates the turns-On the majority of occasions. This is

part of a tedcher documented.tole a; a turn-allocator who is responsible

for
assigining.discour4

se turns during classroom lessons (Mehan 1979i McHoul
,

1979). Within the Sinclair and Coulthard (1975) framework of-claSsroom dis-

course analysiso after she asKs a question, she makes the nominations to

specific children to :indicate it's the-re-Wm, clearly usim-the-"one-3------
4

ipeaker-at.a-time"'requirement (Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson, 1974).

This nomination istusually made by calling the student's name, although she

less frequently nods at a child or loioks directly at them to-indicate a

turn. C.

What triggerr s particular allocation? In some cases, the children mAy

make a nonverbal td by raising their hand. Verbal bids in the form of an.

elicitation are di ,ouraged as, evidently* they are ieen as not "orderly."

Then the teacher call on one of the children whose hand is raised.

. In a reading grot, turns serve other purpoies than "checking on"

.
which children think th y have a "correct" response to a question0or on

their attention to the t sk -at hand, hands up evidently being equated with

attending. ,Turns also ar allocated for speiific.initructional reasons,

particularly to nominate c ildren to read aloud from the reading book text

and to nominate children to nswer compvehension questions after they've

. read a'storY. Every child i to have a chance to 6 each of these activities

1
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at least once during a segment of the lesson. The teacher alio carefully

allcicates turns for a word-calling.game called "Around the World" which'

serifes in part, as an eval uation of a chiTd's visual memory for "sight
.

,werds." Thps,,turns are controlled in4 allocated by the teacher to provide

' her with feedback from individual children as to their mastery of the. .

literacy abilities and skills she is teaching. As suth, they perform an

important funciion in a teacher's Academic 'agenda.

Discourse rules within the literacy learning lessons are also apparent

..in our data, but perhaps not as directly. For example, one of the major

instructipnal premises infuijng the teacherqs behavior is'that the proCess

of reading is decoding words. SO when the students are reading silently,

then bid for help on something they're having troublemith, it's always a

word they ask for help with. They do not say something like "1 can't under-
.

.

stand this story." or have some way of asking for help with an entire

sentence. . .

When they/read aloud, as they do in each reading group, they also read

word by word, e.g., each word receiving basically sentence intonation. , So
41. Ai )14 vlif

we hear on our tars:

Finally, the 'Around the. World" game is based on atcuraty of so-called

sight word recognition. it's played very quickly, with each child respond-
4

ing, in turn, as fast as possible to 4a sing)e word ofPa card py saying it
'

aloud. If a child doesn't call out the exact word, she or,he is out of

the game and must sit down. Thuss.in effect, reading is,presehted as

largely word recognition with 'discourse patterns involVing either ringle

word responses or accentuating inquiry about/words,/

.Writing in this classroom revolT/primariliaround tgo activities:

1) writin0 sentence to describ 6icture eall child has drawn, and

. _
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2) practicing handwripng. In .tat, wrfting instruction early in the school .

year basically consisted of handwng teaching and learning,of manuscript

printing, Time was spent on childreOs practicing forming upper case /

letters., Later in the school year, they were asked by the teacher to

complete a single sentemb to'describe wpicture they draw, the subject of

which is often ingicated by her. The directions were "to write i story°

about their pictOre. Other than these two activities, there was no other

childreo'sbwriting in this classroom during our data collectiop periods.

How well the three students in pur study have learned the substantive

and procedural rules involved in the type of oral language development we

are studying and in learning to be literate can only be answered'in pre-

liminary fashion at this time. Apparently, though_, tile students have

accommodated. As far as learning and complying with turn-taking rules, they

data thus far indicated awareness and use of these rules by the three boys.

Forexample, the mainstream culture consultant makes some pupil initiated

elicitatio, during lessons, in the following manner: "Can I, tell you two

things?" or "Can I tell yoti something?" jimmever, he usually then responds
'

to the teacher's dirictive to answer with a reply well within the confines
1

.

of the lesson, e.g.*, no change of topic. -The other twb boys1ieither asked

questions likz "Can I tell you something?" nor made.verbal bid/elicitations

\ by starting,to talk be-fore they'd raise a hanOw been called on by the

teacher. The Black inner-city consultant does, not.bid as frequently as

the other two boys, while the Appalachian culture boy does bid,usually

to inquire about some classroom prckedural rule.

However4 the Black inner-city consultant does not appear to have

learned the range of rules for responses-the other two boys have.' For
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4 ° on the playground but not in the classroom with her. Here we can begin_to
k4.

S.

. .

xample: when the teacher -says to a c lid "My, what a nice picture," a,

response would be given, especia

tional openineto which a'cj is 'supposed to 1..espond, at least with a

- mumbled "thank you," or, etter,yet, with an explanation of what it is

*10

in.mainstream culturn. Ws a conversa- -

St

and so on. W4n our inner-city consultant is approached by the teacher.
0- Of

4 t

,in that manner, he is silent. He alio doesn't look her in the eye or smile 4

*at her. Within his culture, that i% respectful, appropriate child behavior

in interaction iiith an adif4 particularly-a_ "strange" one. Later, the

.

teacher characterized him as'"sneaky" because, so she put it, he's verbal

41.

see some culture clash-as the two behave, a6cording to their owb cultural

imperatives in response to one another.

Now we turn to the questions of how well do our consultants seem to be
N.

. 4.t

learning literady instruction rules and,what kind of progress do they appear

to,be !flaking in becoming literate?

1 Our consultants seem adept at learning the classroom discourse rules

for literacy instruction. They each respond appropriately, if extensively,

to phonic word analysls prompts from their teachers. "I'm stuck on ..."-

elicfts from the children, followed by "Make the sound" direc esfrom
.

.

the teacher', yielded about equal quality analytit and then synthetic word

construction.

Howpr, some important differences were oNserved. Our inner-city

Black culture-student, who is in the lowest reading group, asked for this

type of assistance less frequently plan pither the mainstreant or Appalachian
0------ .,,, .

_,----------.
culture student. In terms:of'how marl( phonics instruction type'prpmpts by

,
.-..

. .

1 2

-
l
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the ieacher are utilized per'word, the iippalachian student demonstrated

the Ability to have a word almost totally segmented into constituent sOunds

ind yet resynthesize

"I'm stuck on n-o-t." elicited the following series of prompts:

Teacher: Make the 'n' sound.
,

Student: 'En,'

TeAchert No, 'n,'

Stildent:' Nen.

,Te4cher:. Make just, the 'n.' Let's hear'it.

f Student: 'N.'

Teacher: Now 't' sound. 'N,"t.'

Student: 'Not.'

'
The mainstream culture student askeif for frequent aid via an,"I'm

stuck on ..." format. However, in contrast to the extensive-"clueing" done

for the Appalachian boy, the teacher's assistance with only the initial

sound or even merely a clarification response pinpointing the word in ques-

tion frequently resulted in his recognizing the,vcorrect" word. For examMe:
. _

.- Student: I don't know-uthAt_that first word<js.

Teacher: (spelling for clarificat H-e-r-e?

'a Student: 'Here.'

Accokling to our analysis via the Mehan (l97g) framework, the teach& ,

utilizes student bids for,help in decoding words as feedback evidence that
41.

*the students are, in fact, reading silently when asked to do so. The main-

stream culture stndent provides such feedback frequently. The Appalachian

culture student also pro.vides this form of feedback,:but simultaneously

implies he is "in more trouble" with his-decoding skills than the main-

stream culture child. This implication is important as he is repeating

p.
13'

L

0
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first grade, having missed "too muth school" his initial year in first

grade, although he did not use the same reading eries.

The child from the inner-city Black culture provides the teacher with

little feedback of this nature. Apparently a number of factors contributing

to this including his "cultural taboo" to initfatingshis talk with an .

adult. His reading group meets for the least overall amount of time, yet

when they do meet, they've alivady overheard the stories from other higher

groups at least twice. His group is also asked to silentli read somewhat

smaller segments of text. Perhaps most importantly, he may simply know all

thewords and ndt4"get stuck." On the surface then, it would appear that

the inner city Black culture student adheres most succintly to the teacher's

directive to "read silently to yourself and find out...", but he provides

'less overt feiaback of doing s6 than either the mainstream or Appalachian'

. culture student.

. According to the Mehan (1979) analytic framework, the teacher stated.

r .

or observed procedures rather explicitly in establishing an orderly pattern.

'of,response in "round drill. Once the pattern was-established, she

provided an index-of the.rule in operation. For example, early °Rounp the

World" flash.card gmes were accompanied. by complete instructionsjrom the

teacher. "OK, we're going to play 'Round the World.' Stand up An front of
4

your chairs, so you'll be able tostt down easily. Are you reidy to pay

attention? Remember if you're a person that maybe is havino.to sit down,

maybe yolli need to.pay aiteniion as everyone says a word."

Chiiaren were then called in turn to reipond to the flash cards.
7

Once thikpattern was established, the presenciof the Round the World

flash cards in the teacher's hands was sufficient to provide an index of

ti 4



the coming set of operationai rules. Our subjects seem to demonstrate

about equal ability to respond to idices of operational rules, not just

the one for "Around the World." Indeed,- al though the inner city culture

Black child now -finds .himself in a reading group th jost-dhe other stu-

dent. he continues to ccinf'orm to 'the reading_g7up st of rules \for
:

.
,

managing larger gi.oups-i--,1.g., one raises oneg- hand; one waits to be

called on.; one may ask for assistance or espond to a bid for a product

t6///f

13

as when the teacher asks "What does, is sign say?"; one does not offer '
,.

additional or marg:inally re4ted remarks;,one waits one's turn.

What evidence do we ,have of or subjects!- success in, becoVng literate
.

as compared td Iheir success in learning and, utilizing classroom rules for

literacy learning instructional frames? Some perspective on var4ous func-

tional definitions of literacy learning ,success are necessall.'

..

The single most overt measure of literacy learning successy in the class-
.

room is reading group membership. During the initial data collection period.

September, 1979, theft was one small reading group, general classroom readi-

.-ness-instruction, and four children additionally attending reading classes

taught by a specialist. All of our subjects at that time participated-at

the general classroom instruction level. By our Ocond collection period;

November, 1979, three reading groups existed and -included all children

except a few who-worked solely with the reading specialjst. Our mainstream

and Appalachian cul ture' students were members of the middle.reading group.

The teacher called the groups in order daily from top group to bottom

group by the title of the reader they were "in." Our inner city Black

culture child was in the bottom group having no name. This group was not

"in a book before Thanksgiving, 1979, but rather worked primarily from

dittoed exercise sheets.
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By Februany, 1980, the following reading group ranking and teacher .

evaluation.of Success in becoming literate existed. In the classroom ti4-e

are now, four groups, the-lowest levelshaving been split in two, and some

children still only doing reading tasks outside the classroom with the

specialist.

The mainstream culture child received a satisfactory reading progress

.reportap hi s rep6rt card. The teacher expressed no concern of retention

for him. He was still a member of what is the middle reading group. The

teacher observed that "He did not re4lly try very hard" jn the group and

"wasn't applying himself," but basically was pi-ogressing at the pre-deter-

mined rate. He had also successfully passed the reading series criterion

referenced progress test for moving from level to level. Our observed and

brecorded data of his'particiation in the reading grouvduring'the third

collection period, February, 1980-, showed him to be volunteering less,

-aWnding_less, and responding less than during the earlier two data

collection periods. Also, he did not do any self-selected reading or writ-
.

ing'during this period although he had selected booki and made text approxi-

mations earlier in the ,yeall.

Using.a measure of progress devised by Marie Clay,(1972), we ascer-

tained that his performance on her Concepts About Print Survey increased

two points from the September, 1979, to the February, 1980, administnation

while'the.stanihe score reMainedthe same.: In other words, at the end of

six months, he remained in the same stanine he' originally-tested in at the

first of the year. And when asked in an interview to explain "how to read"

to someone like Mork from Ork, he resposped with essentially an understand-

ing that reading was wird recognition.

16



Samples of bis writing over-a three week period in February, 1980,

were analyzed according to Clay's schema far written language evaluation

(1972). His directionallty principles rates (5) 'probablisatisfactory'

, message quality rated (4) 'not yet satisfactorn' and language level

rated (4) 'not ygt satisfactory:' .

The teacher's evaluation of his literacy achievement ivhat basically

he was acquired the necessary skills but is "not applying himself." How-

ever, he is in no danger of being retained imfirst grade.

-. The Appalachian culture child is also still a member of the mdddle

reading group, but his teacher has expr4eised-concerh for his progress, noting

frequent andsustained absence. To "cbmbat" his.problems, she has placed
e..

him In the "top bottom greup,"-Sp he is now in two reading groups. In

, addition, he also works with the reading specialist outsi.de of the class-

room. The multiple placements seem somewhat discdncerting to this spIdent.

When asked what reading group he is in, he responds "I'm in 'Dinosaurs,"
s

-auftseur... wacsu.... ,1%,ft -!....%.....,,WM.PVeVe
the middle group ohly. rhdeed, analysis of his ,discoursi-ifiiii-fii4461-7------

)

references to "We're almost in Rainbows," The Rainbows book has just been

completed. by the top reading group.so our consultant seems to believe that

'kis possible to somehow catch up to the top group. Further evidence of

his displeasure with adifltional olacement,in the lower grouvis seen in

his having to be reminded and called by name to that group, while he seems

alert and ready to attend his initial placement group.

While there is evidence of readihg at frustration level present in his
#-

efforts, nonetheles,s this subject frequently volunteers in his groupsf has

continued to self-select books during his free time and makes fairly

accurate text aPproximations frowthpse,books. Also, he has passed the

1:7
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reading series criterion referenced' test required far his ploacement in thefr

middle group.'
1

Reviewing his performanceton M. Clay's 4ncepts,1112911.Print (1972.),

his score has remained the same from the September, 1979, adirthistration

to the February, 19b0, administration. He 9 tOO , did not move during that
1

six month period. When interviewed about how to explein to someone how to

read, he responded "You read to Fomebcdy" awl "I'd teach him how to read"

but could offer no more explanation than that..

His teacher is aware pf some of his difficulties and has prescribed

repetit,ion of reading levels he has already gone through. He is not in
. .

danger of being retained bec
14

se he can only be held back once, (I* is
'1 / -

, i

/-

0. repeating first grade.)

. In February,1980, his writing samples were collected and analyzed

according .to Clay's written language evaluation format (19/ 72). He scored
,

(5) .'probably satisfactory' in.directional ..'not yet sat-it
;;;;:i

factory ' i n imessage qual i ty , and --(4)- ' not
. 1 / ....

level.
,

.
.,

. 1 ,/
: Theugh the inner-city Black culture chilpJ's .19' the lowest reading

.
.

group, he seelw:to have vaintained enthusia 'for pecoming literate and

displays an:awareness of,.his own growth,. 4: eviOnced.in'part by convents

: made' during.his last Sand administrationl(Clay,. 1972): Also 9 when inter-

; 'viewed 'about what it is to read, he fi t responded with "We make stuff,"

which in his experience .is a very accyrae observation,. : However, when
,

-probed, he finally answer'ed /that he/thought" and then "sounded the word
I, i

V 0

out." He went on'that "you have ta know/the tounOs so you could sound the
,

t. ;i , i.
,. .

Ilk
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word sp you could. know it." This is the most insightful and complicated .

explanation offered by any of our consultants andinllovember, 1979.'
*As

Oesptte his enthusiasm and progress, he received a "needs improve-

ment" on his progress report at the/nd of.the first semester in FebruarY,

1980. In fact, the teacher has expressed concern for rqention in first
-

grade to his,parents, though she thinks.he will, "pull through."

This consultant's score improved on the concents,Abouf:rrint Survey
%

points from'the September, 1979, to February, 1980, administrations.

This is movement.from the middle of the fourth to the toP of the'fifth

stanine, although'he remains a stanine behind the, other two boys. He also

seemed very aware of areas thatlwere causing him. conftsion apd performed

'additional tasks' of his own devising with the Sand text.

Scbres on the reading series criterion referenced tests for pro-

ceeding.through reading series levels were not available as his group was

not test d upon movement into their current text, and no previous tests were

req

Samples of his writing were also collected for a three week period inc....,

' Feb ary, 1980, and analyzed on ClaY's written 'language evaluation format.
.s.: . , ,

Like his mainstream and Appalachian peers, he iicored (5) 'probabl); satis-

factprY,' ln directional prihciples9,(4) 'not yet satisfactory' in message
., .

quality, and (4) 'not yet satisfactory' in language level.
4 .

Frain. these preliminary.findings on orallanguage learning Mteracy

learning, and-someof their connections, as revealed by discourse analysis

and other techniques, there appear some implicationslor educators-whether

f,
they be.parents,,teachers or admtnistiltors. One Of the strongest is for

school personnel to understand tbe various.lultures Involved in a cultures-

I'
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in-contact school and/or classroom setting. In our case, there seems to be

almost no cognizance of the fact that both Appalachian and Black inner-city.

cultures are essentially oral and not literary in nature. Little literary

tradition in aYstudent's life can mean the task. of becoming literate is

viewed far differently from* say, a child who's peen read to. since infancy.

'.And in a classroom where the teacher is also a member of 'a literary culture,

literacy learning'may be separateefrcm oral aspects
k
of language, which

for.oral culture'chilgren carry the. major burden of the development of

.communicative competence. Thus, prytelling, free talk, conVersatiors,
. -

and play or creativity with oral forms are oftekcartaiiedelf no.t dis-
1 - ,, . , ,

couraged or eliminated as no,iiraneputir. to learning tp become literate, and
1 .

.
the ties that could be made betwen the oral and-writtenlorms which would

be maluable to oral culture children simply may not be formed. If this is

.the case, there is increased likelihood for clashes or confusion to ocalir

between a mainstream culture teacher and stUdents from oral cultures.
r

........____
,

,. .. Another --important area .of_knowledge_ for ..e.ducatcy, Plat 'of ctifferent .
........._

. .4 <

. .

patterns of language interaction among cultures. For example, in Black
.

inner-city culture,_parents may'rarely e'ddress a yodnger child directly but.

-

instead refer to Om prescribed behavior in an almost metaphoric manlier

such as -- while gazing in,another direction -- "hard heids make soft

bottoms." According to Geneva Smitherman (1980 e children understand

what, this means. BUt it's a very different' interaction pattern fromHmain-
, r,

stream culture teacher-student interaction which'involves a direct gaze

. and far less-aphoristic language.

Peer interaction and teaching/learning is also prevalent in Black

inner-city and Appalachian.cultures where older children "instruct"

20
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young ones 'on appropriate behavior, nc.1 uding language Perhaps

, normal) highly teacher-centered classrooth:-.. ,..1u1d provide a more conducive

atmosphe tot these children IV providing a culturally familiar pedagogical

environmen with peer teaching and much student-student ,jnteraction.

Withln\thearea of literacy learning specifically, our preliminary

results suggOt that chifdren will not. necessarily, give expected overt

signal's of progress ill-learning to read..:.In. our case, it is- asking for

. help in decodi.4iiiiarite word's'. pur Black inicer-citi,culture boy does

this very rarely,\yet has demonstrated the Most *growth of the three con-.

sultants in being age to articulate how one goes about decoding as taaght
t.

in that classroom. 'Thus, a teacher, whatever'his or her approach to t'vad-

ing, must make a Varleity of assessments of progress, hopefully well beyond'

'those specified by the reading series, in an attempt to understand the

progress of many children. However, as Jerome Harste so clearly puts it,

"Rather than explore the range .of 'form available to language users in an

.to mean, one form.7...T.,-...the, c_ultu.re.5 AgleAg.51.....Prgfesrenop-- AecuPle.
.

a

yardstick sand straightjacket" (1980, 16).
.

A

Within the area of writing, I would-simply lijm to suggest-that it

t. be done often and be integrated with vlasiroom content, events, and life,
;

experiences,/ and grow- out'of oral discussion of a topic. In our consultants 9

..according to. our measure of growth, we've seen virtually none. This is

for all the cultures in contact. My feeling is that too little writing

experience has been provided to demonstrate growth at this point,in time.

If time permitted, I Would like to explore many more educational.

implications of our language learning research, as the development of



communicative coMpetence in' culturally diverse.students in particular
0

seems to be'highly problematic in terms of .valid evaluation an0 also is
4

fiaught with failure in our.society as many of these children fail to

become literatd. )

s...

a

Cif

"-)

-
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